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A flying visit to the Slovak High Tatra
Ian Clough

My invitation to spend a week in the High Tatra arrived completely unexpec
tedly. The letter announced that the Slovak National Council Committee for
Tourism, in co-operation with the Mountaineering Section of the Czechoslovak
Association of Physical Culture and Sports, and in consultation with the
Director of the German magazine Alpinismus, were extending the invitation to
myself and others connected with West European mountaineering publications.
We were offered the opportunity of visiting the Tatra during the 44th All
Slovak Mountaineering Week (12-19 August 1968) and all expenses, from
London onward, would be met by the Committee.

The letter arrived only three weeks beforehand and there seemed to be in
sufficient time in which to finalise arrangements. Also, the threat of Russian
intervention in Czechoslovakia loomed large in the national newspapers.
However, the prospect of such a tour was too much to resist, and when the
tickets turned up at the eleventh hour I finally flew from London into the
unknown.

I had little idea of what to expect; photographs formed the basis of my im
pressions of the mountains and the East European climbers I had met in the
Alps had been most agreeable people. A previous opportunity of a visit to these
mountains had been lost when Jan Duglosz, our Polish companion on the
Central Pillar of Freney in 1961, had been killed in the Tatra the following
year. More recent information was supplied by my colleague Hamish Mac
Innes, who had been briefly in the High Tatra earlier in the year in connection
with Mountain Rescue (A.J. 73. 260). He assured me that, whatever the climb
ing might be like, he could guarantee that I would enjoy myself.

On arrival at Kosice airport, the small group in Alpine attire was obvious. The
letter had said that we were to be met by 'a member of our secretariat', but our
hosts were anything but formal or formidable; Magda Ceczoova, a smiling
young woman from the office of the Committee and a short, stocky, jovial man,
wearing a black beret at a jaunty angle-Dr Radek Roubal from the Moun
taineering Section. There followed introductions all round: Nils Faarlund
from the Norsk Alpincenter at Hemsedal, Norway; Hanne Rotovnik (Den
mark), who had come as a substitute for her husband who was away on an
expedition; Jan Van der Straaten (Holland); Frieder Schulein, a German
replacement for Toni Hiebeler who was on the Eiger; and myself. "Ne were all
strangers to each other but within a short space of time were to become, with
our hosts, a happy and harmonious group. Our hosts did not speak any English
and so German was adopted as the common language. Unfortunately my own
German was generally so limited that I had to suffer the embarrassment of
asking for translations from my companions, all of whom spoke both languages
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Auently. \ hen, later in the week, my understanding of German had improved,
I was amused to overhear Radek telling one of the others that until he had met
me he had not realised that the stories of British reserve and sang-froid were
really true!

A snack at Kosice was followed by a three-hour drive through the dusk, by
minibus to the modern Hotel Bellevue at Horni Smokovec. The following day
we moved to e\'en more impressive quarters in the Grand Hotel Praha at
Tatranska Lomnica. We enjoyed hospitality in the grand manner for the rest
of the week. It may be an unfortunate phrase to use when speaking of a Com
munist country, but we 'lived like lords': SJivovic for aperitif; caviar, pate,
anchovy and smoked salmon; chicken goulash and other hot, spicy East
European dishes, swilled down with fine wine or genuine Pilsner lager.

We were all weary from travelling and so, for our first day, we were conducted
at a leisurely pace up one of the most westerly valleys of the group, the Men
gustovska dolina. August is supposedly the worst month for rainfall in the
High Tatra (and the '68 season was generally reported to have been very bad
in the Alps) yet we enjoyed good weather for most of the week. The sun hone
and helped us to form a very favourable impre sion of the mountains.

Several others have previously written of the High Tatra I but a brief summary
may be helpful to future visitors. Many of the summits exceed 8000 ft but the
main ridge, cliffs and corries bear a striking resemblance to the Cuillin of Skye.
The peaks are naked jagged granite, while the corries are scree-filled, glaciated
but without glaciers, and dotted with numerous beautiful small lakes. Yet the
valleys and lower slopes offer a complete contrast of scenery. In strikingly
colourful uccession, agricultural land, a patchwork of green pastures and
fields of golden corn, changes to a continuous belt of dense spruce and fir
forest which in turn gives way to scattered alpine meadows fringing the screes.
Wild Aowen; grow in profusion and, despite the increasing popularity of the
area, there are reputed to be a few bears and even lynx still surviving. We saw
chamois and marmot on several occasions and also many varieties of birds but
not, unfortunately, the rare golden eagle.

I 'Hohe Tatra' (Porter), A.J. -17.310.
'Climbing in the Tatra Mountains' (Somervcll), A.J. 48. 15.
'The Carpathians and the Tatra' (Bujak), A.J. 54. 360.
The Ta/m .MolIl/loins (Firsoff), published by Lindsay Drummond 1942.
'Czechoslovakia, 1947' (Donkin), A.J. 56. 236.
'In the Tatra Mountains' (Mostowski), A.J. 6 .26.
'The Tatra in eptember, 1965' (Hunt), rJ..J. 7 T. 37.
'Polish Mountaineering' (Czartoryski), A.J. 72. 103.
'The Polish Tatra' (McDowell), A/pilii' Climbillg, 1968.
'The Polish Tatra' (Gray), J11ollll/oillcroj1, 0.80.
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The whole area, on both the Polish and Czechoslovak sides of the border, is
preserved as a National Park. The paths are well marked and signposted for the
tourist and mountain walker; only bona fide mountaineers are permitted to
stray from them. This seemed to me to be a most commendable safety pre
caution. The waymarks did not intrude on the natural beauty of the surroun
dings and the quaintly designed wooden signposts certainly enhanced it. The
tourist is encouraged to take an interest in the flora of the area by discreet,
illustrated, identification boards. The main and most interesting of these
tourist pathways is the Magistrala. It is 45 km in length and contours the whole
southern side of the High Tatra before rising to take in much of the ridge of
the neighbouring, limestone, Belanske 1)try. Sometimes passing through
forest, often over more open ground but always amid splendid surroundings,
it splits logically into sections and, if several days were spent on it, would seem
to provide an easy but most attractive expedition. The government-sponsored
Mountain Service controls the area, attending to the upkeep of the paths and
providing a guiding and rescue service. There is a useful series of mountain
huts and (with permission from the Mountain Service) camping is allowed at
special high-level camp sites.

Although others have spoken of the Tatra being invaded by 'millions of
tourists' and despite my visit being during the All-Slovak Mountaineering
Week, I did not find the Czechoslovakian side overcrowded, even at the lower
levels.

Our second day out was perhaps the most memorable of the holiday. Four of
us had asked that we be allowed to sample the rock climbing. Arrangements
were made with the Mountain Service but only one guide was available-an
amiable giant by the name of Pavol Vavro. We were to be taken to the top of
Gerlach, at 2663 m the highest peak in the group. During the approach march
up the Velicka dolina our guide suggested that we should attempt a route he
had had in mind for some time. Jan and Frieder were duly dispatched to climb
the grade III North-west ridge on their own, while we three professionals
(Nils, Pavol and I) tackled a new route on the North-east face of Gerlachovsy
stit (2655 m). The route did not turn out to be as difficult as it had looked. The
granite was sound and the overhangs littered with holds, so that, after the
first few hundred feet, we were able to solo to the summit ridge in about two
hours. The route, approximately 1500 ft in length and graded IV, was sub
sequently christened Del' Weg del' Freundschaft, and announced as such during
the speeches at the conclusion of the All-Slovak Mountaineering Week.

The ridge from Gerlachovsy stit to the main peak gave pleasant climbing
reminiscent of the more difficult sections of the Cuillin, but we were denied any
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Vle\\'s, for the summit "'ere now em'eloped in mist. Our companions were
alread at the top along with an oddly assorted bunch of zechs and lovaks
who had ascended by the ordinar route. In general this group seemed very
badly clothed and equipped but they were hardy and one had to admire their
determination. ome of them were old, some merely youths. They were not
accompanied by a guide but had straggled up regardle s. On the descent, which
involved much complicated route-finding, we met se"eral other a cendin
aspirants whom Pavol attempted to discourage. One solitary boy stubbornly
ignored hi advice and Pavol muttered angrily to the effect that a new Jaw wa
soon to be passed "'hich would empower the Mountain Service to act as police
men in such in tance in the future. Towards the foot of the route we descended
to the valley floor by a series of iron ladders and chains and before long we were
warming our elves with rum and bla ·k coffee whilst we waited for transport
back to the hotel.

The weather was poor for our third day and since the rock becomes grea
when wet, we contented ourselves with a walk on a winding track up another
heavily fore ted valle . We also paid a vi it to the streamlined and impressive
headquarters of the l\Iountain en'ice at tary Smokovec where, after a tour
of the premises, we showed the members of the corps our ,\ estern equipment.
They were particularly impre ed with British nuts and 'crackers', by tl:e us
of, hich I had managed with ver few pegs the previous day.
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For the next two days the weather was perfect again. We walked from north to
south across the Tatra; from the magnificent Bielovodska dolina (White
Water valley) over a pass to descend the Velka Studena dolina. En route, some
of us made a solo traverse of Vychodny Vysoka (2429 m) by the North ridge
(300 m, grade IV). This fairly strenuous day was followed by an easier excur
sion up the Mala Studena dolina where three of us, accompanied by two guides,
climbed a short, sharp route on Prostredny Hrot (200 m, grade V/VI). The
route confirmed our impression that Tatra gradings are in no way equivalent
to Chamonix but must be regarded as being a good half standard easier.
Nevertheless it was again on good rock and most enjoyable. This was our
farewell to the mountains. Thick mist and r!l-in closed in during the night and
our last day was spent in sightseeing.

My final appraisal of the High Tatra is that for most mountaineers they have a
great deal to offer and are well worth a visit. From my own experience I would
suggest that they might well provide a good alternative to the Dolomites for
climbers attempting to escape the bad weather of the Western Alps, and really
they are not a great deal further away. There are possibilities for many hard
new rock routes of around 1000 ft but generally, in summer, the Tatra does not
offer much to the seeker of exceptional challenges. But in winter these moun
tains must really come into their own, the unrepeated fourteen-day traverse
of all the peaks of the main ridge for instance!

Although two days after I flew home Russian tanks trundled down the streets
of Prague, we have since heard from the Committee for Tourism that Czecho
slovakia is again open to visitors from the West, but it is necessary to obtain a
visa. Useful literature and information can be obtained from the Czechoslo
vak Travel Bureau (Cedok), 45 Oxford St, London WI. The map for the area
is o. 27 in the I : 50,000 series. Some Slovak mountaineers are interested in
the possibility of arranging exchanges with climbers from the West and I
should be pleased to act as a go-between. I certainly hope that many more
British mountaineers will be able to visit the High Tatra and enjoy the friend
ship of the Czechoslovak people.
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